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One of the major concerns that schools face nowadays is the prevalence of bullying. This is an act of misbehavior that threatens the emotional conditions of others. To avoid bullying in the school, the subsequent suggestions may be followed:

Discuss it before the class. The teacher may discuss the concept thorough to the learners. Presenting the current situation, the causes and effects and the possible solutions would be enlightening to the students for they will realize the damages that bullying yields.

Have role playing or skit focusing on this issue. It would be helpful if the kids in school would show the solution of bullying through skit or role play, through this practice, they would be able apply the proper actions in reality as to prevent others from bullying them.

Creative writing to prevent bullying. Having self-expression through creative writing is contributory in discovering the experiences of the child in their daily lives concerning bullying acts. The teacher may determine the victims of bullying and upon the discovery appropriate measures may be applied.
Conducting poster making contest. The conduct of creative drawing on the prevention of bullying in school serves as the means to promote no bullying. This does not only enhance the artistic skills of the schoolchildren but also promote no bullying in the school premises.

Slogan making contest. If one cannot express in drawing then use words to express what you feel. The slogan contest eradicating bullying in school is a useful move to help the school avoid his kind of violence.

Have group dynamics. Group dynamics is very important for the students in the class to work together not discriminating any member. In this case, giving important to all is possible and no one will be a victim of bullying. It is empowering everyone and recognizing the contribution of each learner.

Have Peer counseling. The child may act as a peer counselor to the other. Instead of being a threat to the other, a child may extend compassion to the others as a counselor. The bully and the bullied may both face the peer counselor to give understanding and care. Indeed, a child may be a blessing to another child.

Bullying can be stooped and prevented in the school if proper steps are to be made and implemented.
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